Angel Member Covid-19 Safety Guidance

Returning safely to your Club

Check out the video
on your Club website
www.angelibc.co.uk
This will demonstrate
all the guidance contained
in this document

Your safety ... our top priority

A message from your Directors
We will all find many changes when we return.
Many of the changes will place restrictions upon us. Whether
we like them or not, these restrictions are all regarded as
essential to re-open our club safely. Most are legal
requirements.
The member guidance within this document is based upon
government guidance for re-opening indoor sport and
specific guidance for indoor bowling clubs provided by the
EIBA. It is to be regarded as ‘mandatory’ guidance for both
members and staff.
It is likely that this guidance will change as we move through
the summer and into the winter. Indeed, changes may be
required at very short notice. We will inform members
whenever such changes occur as quickly as possible.
In particular, the Directors will look to ease any restrictions on
facilities or bowling activity as soon as safety and guidance
allows.

Note face coverings are to be worn within the Club
unless playing or seated to use the bar / restaurant.

*** Opening Times ***
Club Opening times will initially be restricted to
Tue, Wed (from 16 sept) & Thu 9am to 10.30pm
Saturday 9am to 5.30pm / Juniors finish
Sunday 9am to 3pm
The bar will be open 10am to 3pm and 7pm to
10.30pm whenever the club is open.
The restaurant will be open every day
Opening Times will be extended should demand from members warrant it and
volunteers be available to support it
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01 Parking and entering the club
Parking and Entering the Club
Please park at the club as normal.
Please maintain current social distancing guidelines
if you are waiting to enter the club.
Face coverings are to be worn whilst within the
club. They can be removed whilst playing or seated
to use the bar / restaurant.
Enter the club via the front door key pad as normal.
On entering the club immediately sanitise your
hands, using the sanitiser provided in the lobby.
All internal doors will be wedged open.
All necessary lighting will be left on.
Please do not stop to socialise within the Club
thoroughfares and be respectful of other members
looking to enter or leave the club.
If you are accessing the club to bowl, you will be able
to proceed directly to your pre-booked rink.
If you are accessing the club to use the bar or
restaurant indoors, you will need to ensure there is a
vacant seat before ordering.

02 Bar & restaurant areas
The first change you will notice is that a number of chairs and tables have been
removed from both the bar and restaurant areas.
We are also now permitted to consume food or drink indoors only when seated. We
are not permitted to stand in or around the bar or restaurant areas, unless
queuing to collect our food and /or drinks or to pay our rink fees.
All indoor restaurant and bar tables and chairs have been re-arranged consistent
with government guidance, including leaving appropriate thoroughfares. It is thus
important for the safety of staﬀ and fellow members that we do not rearrange them.
Please note current government guidelines restricts socialising indoors in
bars and restaurants to groups of no more than two “households” (anyone in
your support bubble counts as being in your “household”). (This restriction no
longer applies within the bowling hall).
You will also notice signage on the floor at the bar. Only 3 people are permitted to
queue along the bar at any one time.
As a result of the restricted indoors seating it is now possible to reserve a table. To
reserve a table we can phone the club on the day the table booking is required. The
bar staﬀ will arrange.

02 Bar & restaurant areas continued
You will also now find 18 chairs and a couple of tables available to use outside.
You are welcome to enjoy your food or drink, or generally socialise, outside provided you
retain social distancing (2 metres) at all times.
The outdoor chairs are left available for us to use at our discretion. Note however that we are
restricted to socialising outdoors in groups of no more than 6 people from any number of
“households”.
Back inside, we will now find our bar staﬀ ‘shielded’ behind perspex guards and liberal supplies of
both hand sanitiser and anti bacterial wipes for our use throughout the club. The restaurant will
have new ‘disposable’ menus for our safe use.
Food and drinks are ordered at the bar / restaurant in the usual way, which we can now pay for via
cash or, new to the club, via contactless debit card.
If we are not bowling, we must give our name in to the bar-staﬀ before we leave.
We will leave the club via the restaurant fire exit (unless needing wheel-chair access when we will
leave via the front entrance as usual). Our glasses and plates will then be collected, and our table
sanitised before being used again.

03 Using the bar before and after bowling
Socialising within the bar or restaurant areas, whether before or after our game, is now only
permitted if seated. We are of course free to socialise outside, provided we retain 2 metre social
distancing and limit groups to no more than 6 people.
If we wish to use the bar before our game and on arriving at the club cannot find a vacant seat, we
will thus have to immediately move outside until our rink is vacant. This restriction on standing in the
bar and restaurant areas is an unfortunate but critically important consequence of being able to open
the Club at all.
To avoid potential congestion within the Club, each 2 and a half hour session is now divided
into a 2 hour bowling session and a 30 minute ‘swap-over’ break.
Unless planning to use the bar or restaurant beforehand, we should now then arrive for our game no
sooner than 15 minutes before our session start time. By that time all bowlers playing the previous
session will have vacated the bowling hall. We will then be able to proceed directly to our rink when
entering the club, rather than congregating and waiting in the bar area or thoroughfares.
At the end of our bowling session we will then be asked to vacate the bowling hall within 10 minutes.
This is to ensure that bowlers arriving for the next session can access the club safely.
We will of course be welcome to stay on and use the bar or restaurant after bowling, but again only
indoors provided there are seats available.

04 Other club facilities
To avoid potentially dangerous touch points and to ensure the safe movement of bowlers around the Club it is
unfortunately necessary to close a number of Club Facilities until further notice...

Changing Rooms
These are closed until further notice (exception to access lockers as described below).
If bowling, we will be able to change shoes, etc at the end of our rink. Otherwise we should arrive at
the club dressed ready to bowl. We should avoid bringing unnecessary personal belongings into the
club wherever possible. Note that ‘roll-up’ dress code applies to all bowling until further notice.

Lockers
To minimise infection risk, we are asked not to use our lockers if at all possible. However, for those of
us arriving at the club by foot or public transport it is appreciated that this may not be practical and
lockers may be used by these members. In this case we must be extra careful to maintain social
distancing and not to touch neighbouring lockers. We must sanitise hands before and after using any
locker.

Toilets
The main toilets will be closed initially. We will be asked to use the “accessible toilets”. Specific safety
guidance around the use of these toilets will be provided within the club. We will be asked to sanitise
the toilet after using. The main toilets will be opened additionally on a ‘one in - one out’ basis
should numbers using the club warrant.

04 Other club facilities continued
To avoid potentially dangerous touch points and to ensure the safe movement of bowlers around the Club it is
unfortunately necessary to close a number of Club Facilities until further notice...

Air Conditioning
Please note that, for safety reasons, the Air-Conditioning will be switched oﬀ until further notice. The
club will inevitably thus be warmer than usual through the summer. All Fire-Exit doors will, however, be
wedged open whilst the bar is open. This is both for additional ventilation and to allow members ease
of exit without causing undue congestion at the front door.

Club Bowls, lifters and Bowling Aids
We will be able to borrow these in the usual way. We will be able to access from the sofas alongside
rink 6.

Books and games
Temporarily unavailable

Fruit Machine and all vending machines
The drinks vending machine is operational. Please sanitise bottoms pressed before and after using. All
other vending machines are temporarily unavailable.

05 Preparing to bowl
We are, for now, restricted to individual roll ups, games of singles, games of pairs and games of
pre-arranged triples. Games of triples will be pre-arranged to ensure they can be played on
alternate rinks.
After sanitising our hands on entering the club, we must now make our way directly to our pre-booked
rink. We must refrain from congregating within the club thoroughfares or bar area before our game. The
TV screen showing all pre-booked rinks in Bowlr will be switched on.
To avoid congestion at rink ends, we should enter the bowling hall via the near swing door for rinks 4, 5
and 6 (next to competition board, should be wedged open), and via the far sliding door for rinks 1, 2
and 3 (again should be left open).
Any personal belongings can be placed at rink end, respecting the space of other bowlers’ belongings.
Shoes should be changed at rink end.
The changing rooms will be closed and lockers are only to be used as described on previous page.
If we need to borrow club woods or aids these can be accessed from the sofas alongside rink 6, being
careful to respect social distancing at all times. We must sanitise all woods and aids borrowed using
the anti-bacterial wipes provided, and our hands once back at our rink.

06 Paying for your rink

To avoid congestion at the bar, we
should all pay our rink fees when safe
to do so during the game.
It is not necessary to make payment
before the start of our game.

Your diligence is appreciated!
There will be no Office Staff or Green
Stewards on duty until further notice.
We thus ask every member to be very
careful to remember to pay to avoid
volunteers needing to chase payments.
Every session will run for two hours. The
cost is £3 per 2 hour session per bowler
Shorter (up to 1.5 hours) individual roll up
sessions are permitted when the bowling
hall is quiet (pre-booked only on same
day). The cost is £1.50 payable by voucher
at the bar.

Different ways to pay...
1. If the bar is open we will now be able to pay
at the bar by contactless debit card or cash
(correct change if possible please). Our
name and rink will be taken when we pay.
2. If the bar is closed we will be able to pay by
cash or bank transfer...
If paying by cash when the bar is closed,
we must put our £3 / £1.50 into a club
envelope together with a slip of paper with
our name on it (please bring with you). The
envelope then goes into the “Focus” box
on the green stewards desk.
If paying by bank transfer when the bar is
closed, we can transfer to the below
account, referenced with our name.
Sort Code: 30-98-63
Account Number: 00981087

07 Playing etiquette

Social Distancing Etiquette

Social Distancing Etiquette

No shaking hands before or after the game.

Do not touch the jack unless retrieving from
the ditch. If you do touch the jack please then
sanitise your hands.

Please be alert to retain social distancing
during play. Stand on the bank when not your
turn to bowl, remembering to maintain 2
metres between you and all other bowlers.
Only one lead and one skip per rink to handle
the mat. The mat will have an orange sticker
on the end to be handled by the lead; the skip
is then to handle the end without a sticker.

Only one member per rink is allowed to use the
scoreboard.
When changing ends, please walk up the right
hand side of your rink, retaining 2 metres
between yourself and all other bowlers.

If, as a rink, you would rather play without a
mat, then the team winning the toss /
previous end can instead nominate one of the
centre spots to mark where to deliver from.

When communicating with your team mates at
the other end, please refrain from shouting or
calling loudly. This significantly increases the
risk of spreading infection. Please rather use
hand signals.

After delivering your wood, please leave the
mat (nominated spot) to the left. The next
bowler should then access the mat
(nominated spot) from the right.

When measuring, please do not handle either
the jack or woods other than your own. All
others bowlers must remember to retain 2
metres distance when a measure is occurring.

Do not touch any woods other than your own

Please use the lidded bins provided to dispose
of any personal belongings.

08 Playing guidance
Revised rules of play
Only individual roll-ups, games of singles, games of pairs and pre-arranged
games of triples are permitted until further notice.
Jacks are not to be cast; rather placed by foot at the distance required by the
winner of the toss / previous end. A jack will be provided at each end.
All jacks which are ditched during play are to be placed back on the T.
Woods entering the ditch as non-touchers must be left in the ditch for the owner
to remove when naturally at that end.
Woods entering the ditch as touchers can be sprayed with chalk, but should not
be signalled with ditch markers.
Special Rules for Triples
Neither the mat nor jack is permitted to be behind the last spot at the
scoreboard end. This is to allow social distancing at that end.
If the jack is moved off-centre during play, and there is a game being played on
the adjacent rink, it must immediately be re-centred by foot.
If, during play, the jack is moved behind the T at the bar end, or behind the last
spot at the scoreboard end, whether remaining on the green or entering the
ditch, it must immediately be placed back on the tee at the bar end, and back
on the last spot at the scoreboard end.

09 On completion of your game
Sanitisation
The bowler designated to use the scoreboard on each rink must sanitise the scoreboard buttons after
the game with wipes provided.
The lead or skip on each rink designated to handle the mat must sanitise the mat where handled with
spray provided.

Leaving the Bowling Hall
We are expected to leave the bowling hall within 10 minutes of our session end. This is so that
bowlers for the next session can enter without causing undue crowding in thoroughfares.
If we do not intend to use the bar or restaurant after playing, we should leave by the fire exit at the
bottom of the hall, if open. This will reduce congestion in or around the front door. If the fire exit is
not open we will leave through the front door.
If intending to use the bar or restaurant after playing, we must ensure there is a free seat before
ordering if we wish to stay inside. Standing in or around the bar area is now not permitted. If there
are no free seats we will need to take our food or drink outside. Chairs are now provided outside.
We must take all belongings with us when leaving the bowling hall. Lockers are now out of bounds.

10 Booking a rink

Booking through Bowlr
Rinks for individual roll-ups, games of singles
(without marker) or games of pairs can be
booked in the normal way through your website.
Note that we will not be able to book some
sessions due to restricted opening days / hours.
See your website for latest opening times.
It is a requirement of accessing the Club that all
bowlers intending to play are listed within your
Bowlr booking or provided on the day.
All sessions are 2 and a half hours in length;
comprising 2 hours bowling time and 30
minutes to change-over. Please do not enter
the club earlier than 15 minutes prior to your
session start time. Please leave the club within
10 minutes of finishing bowling.
Please email the office or send a contact
message from the website if you need help
using Bowlr (help is also available on the
website).

Booking over the phone
For those unable to book rinks directly
through Bowlr we would first ask that you
contact a fellow member to make the
booking for you.
If this is not possible, then please call the
club on the usual number and leave your
name and number with bar staff. A volunteer
will phone you back to help you with the
booking.

Important
Please note that under the club’s revised
bye-laws it is a condition of booking a rink
and accessing the club that you agree to
adhere to the Covid-19 Safety Guidelines set
out here.
This is for the safety of both yourself and all
your fellow members.

11 Guests and spectators
Guests
Guests are welcome in the club provided their name is included on the Bowlr rink booking (if bowling)
or registered behind the bar (if not bowling). Usual restrictions on the number of guests brought into
the club per member applies.
Members bringing in guests must vouch to be able to contact them should it subsequently become
necessary for contact - trace purposes, and are responsible for their guests adhering to all guidance
set out in this document whilst in the club.
Normal member rink fees apply to guests, and until further notice there is no additional guest signingin process .

Spectators
Due to the need to limit the number of people accessing the bowling hall at any one time, and for the
general safety of all bowlers, spectators are not allowed in the bowling hall until further notice.

12 Conditions of accessing the club
Please note that it is a pre-condition of every member entering the Club for whatever reason that...
(i) You agree to adhere to all guidance set out within this document
(ii) Should you have had a positive diagnosis of Covid-19 you are now recovered and clear of infection
(iii) You have not, as far as you know, suffered from any Covid-19 related symptoms within the last 14 days
(iv) You have not, as far as you know, been in contact with anyone infected or suspected of being infected by
Covid-19 within the last 10 days
(v) You will inform the Directors* as soon as possible should you exhibit Covid-19 symptoms within 14 days of
visiting the Club
(vi) You consent to the Club passing on your details to the Government’s track and trace scheme should a
member accessing the club at the same time as yourself go on to exhibit Covid-19 symptoms within 14
days of visiting the Club
Further, if you have cold symptoms, such as cough/sneezing/fever, or feel poorly, please do not enter the
clubhouse until you feel better.
Note that if you access the a club at a time when the bar is not open then neither staff nor green stewards will
be on duty.
Please note that it is a necessary condition of our being allowed to re-open the club that members
adhere to all guidance given. Any members unable to adhere to this guidance and any safety requests
around the Club will be asked to leave the premises.

* to confidentially contact the directors please either
a) send a web message and ask a Director to call you back
b) send an email to the usual Club email address and ask a Director to call you back
c) call the club on the usual number when the bar is open and ask a Director to call you back

